7 Install the Wall Station

⚠️ WARNING ⚠️

Children operating or playing with a garage door operator can injure themselves or others. The garage door could cause serious injury or death. Do not allow children to operate the remote control(s) or the wall station. Install the wall station out of reach of children and away from all moving parts of the door. The door must be clearly visible from the wall station. A moving garage door could injure someone under it. Only activate the door when it is properly adjusted, when it can be seen clearly and when there are no obstructions to the door travel.

➤ NOTE: 22 AWG 2-conductor wall station and safety beam wire is supplied with the operator. Use this wire or the installation’s pre-wiring. For additional wire, contact Linear for information regarding the 24-pack Model HAE00009 wire and wire clip kit.

➤ UL NOTE: All low voltage Class 2 cable used with this operator must be UL Listed Type CL2, CL2P, CL2R, or CL2X or other cable with equivalent or better electrical, mechanical, and flammability ratings.

1 Strip back ½” of insulation and connect a wire to each of the two terminals on the back of the wall station.

2 Use the screws provided to mount the wall station near an access door at a minimum height of five feet. SEE IMPORTANT WARNING ABOVE!

3 For non-prewired installations, route the wire to the back of the operator. Use insulated staples (not supplied) to secure the wire. Staples must straddle both wires to avoid electrical shorts.

4 Cut the wall station wire about 6” longer than needed to reach the operator terminals. Strip back ½” of insulation.

5 Connect either wire to the operator’s PUSHBUTTON terminal and the other wire to the operator’s COMMON terminal.

6 Apply the User Safety Instruction Label to the wall next to the wall station. Use staples or tacks to help the label remain in place over time.

➤ IMPORTANT! DO NOT PLUG THE OPERATOR IN AT THIS TIME! More installation is required.